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Impact of diabetes duration on achieved reductions in glycated
haemoglobin, fasting plasma glucose and body weight with
liraglutide treatment for up to 28 weeks: a meta-analysis
of seven phase III trials

This meta-analysis of seven randomized, placebo-controlled studies (total 3222 patients) evaluated whether type 2 diabetes (T2D) duration affects the
changes in blood glucose control and body weight that can be achieved with liraglutide and placebo. With liraglutide 1.2 mg, shorter diabetes duration
was associated with a significantly greater, but clinically non-relevant, difference in glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c) reduction (p< 0.05), i.e. a 0.18%
(1.96 mmol/mol) reduction in HbA1c per 10 years shorter diabetes duration. With liraglutide 1.8 mg, shorter diabetes duration was associated with a
small but statistically significant trend for greater fasting plasma glucose (FPG) reduction (p< 0.05), i.e. a 0.38 mmol/l reduction in FPG per 10 years
shorter diabetes duration. Neither the liraglutide 1.8 mg nor placebo results showed a significant association between HbA1c and diabetes duration
and neither the liraglutide 1.2 mg nor placebo results showed a significant association between FPG and diabetes duration. Likewise, neither liraglutide
nor placebo showed a significant association between change in weight and diabetes duration. These results suggest diabetes duration has a clinically
negligible effect on achievable blood glucose control and weight outcomes with liraglutide and placebo in patients with T2D.
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Introduction
Glucagon-like peptide-1 receptor agonists (GLP-1RAs) are a
mainstay of type 2 diabetes (T2D) therapy because of their
ability to lower glucose with concomitant body weight reduc-
tion and low hypoglycaemia risk [1,2]. As endogenous insulin
secretion decreases with increased T2D duration, it might be
expected that GLP-1RAs would have a larger glucose-lowering
effect in the early stages of the disease. A recent trial raised
the question that the use of the GLP-1RA liraglutide, early in
the T2D treatment paradigm, may have benefits for patients,
such as preservation of 𝛽-cell function [3]. Furthermore, some
studies have shown that glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c) reduc-
tion with liraglutide was significantly greater in patients with
≤4 years of diabetes duration, and the magnitude of HbA1c
reduction was inversely related to diabetes duration [4,5];
however, data on the individual effect of diabetes duration
per se on achievable blood glucose control and body weight
reductions with GLP-1RA, such as liraglutide, are limited.

The available data from the prospective Liraglutide Effect
and Action in Diabetes (LEAD) studies, that measured
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efficacy and safety of liraglutide at doses up to 1.8 mg, both
as mono- and combination therapies, together with a range
of antidiabetic drugs, provide an opportunity to address this
question. We therefore conducted a post hoc, pooled analysis
to evaluate how T2D duration affected the observed changes
in HbA1c, fasting plasma glucose (FPG) and body weight with
liraglutide 1.8 mg, liraglutide 1.2 mg and placebo.

Methods
Data from patients with T2D treated with liraglutide 1.2 mg
(n= 1117), liraglutide 1.8 mg (n= 1581) or placebo (n= 524)
in seven phase III trials were included in this analysis [6–12].
The 28-week data from one study [8] and 26-week data from
the six other trials were assessed [6,7,9–12]. The relationships
of HbA1c, FPG or body weight (change from baseline) with
diabetes duration were plotted using available data from the
intention-to-treat population, using a last observation carried
forward approach.

Data analyses were conducted by individual trial and pooled
across trials. The slope for change in HbA1c or body weight
versus diabetes duration was determined using a linear regres-
sion analysis (Figures S1–S9, Supporting Information). The
statistical analysis used the baseline endpoint value, diabetes
duration and age as continuous covariates. Categorical covari-
ates were previous treatment and country. Significance and
non-significance in discussing results refers to statistical signif-
icance, unless otherwise specified.
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Figure 1. (a) Effect of diabetes duration on change in glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c). (b) Effect of diabetes duration (DD) on change in fasting plasma
glucose (FPG). (c) Effect of DD on change in body weight. Data are modelled estimates with 95% confidence intervals. DPP-4i, dipeptidyl peptidase-4
inhibitors. (a) and (c) with permission from: The effect of liraglutide on HbA1c and body weight is largely independent of baseline diabetes duration.
Diabetes July 2013;62(Suppl 1):A217–A364. Abstract 1033-P, page A266. Copyright and all rights reserved. Material from this publication has been used
with the permission of American Diabetes Association.

Results
Patient Demographics

Patient demographics are described in Table S1, Support-
ing Information. Baseline T2D duration ranged from <1 to
>40 years, with a mean of ∼8 years reported for the pooled
groups (placebo, liraglutide 1.2 mg and liraglutide 1.8 mg).

Change in HbA1c, FPG and Body Weight from Baseline

The 26-/28-week data showed clinically relevant reductions in
HbA1c, FPG and body weight from baseline in patients treated

with liraglutide 1.2 and 1.8 mg compared with placebo (Tables
S2 and S3, Supporting Information).

Baseline data and trial design

The baseline data and design of each trial are described in
Supplementary Tables 4 and 5, respectively.

Effect of Diabetes Duration on Liraglutide Therapeutic
Outcomes

With liraglutide 1.8 mg, shorter diabetes duration was asso-
ciated with a non-significant trend for HbA1c reduction, i.e.
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Table 1. Effect of diabetes duration on glycated haemoglobin, fasting plasma glucose and body weight (pooled estimates).

Placebo Liraglutide 1.2 mg Liraglutide 1.8 mg

Estimate
Lower
95% CI

Upper
95% CI Estimate

Lower
95% CI

Upper
95% CI Estimate

Lower
95% CI

Upper
95% CI

Body weight (kg per 10 years DD) −0.34 −0.88 0.20 −0.18 −0.60 0.24 0.02 −0.33 0.37
HbA1c, (% [mmol/mol] per 10 years DD) 0.03 −0.15 0.20 0.18* 0.06 0.30 0.07 −0.02 0.16

[0.28] [−1.59] [2.14] [1.96] [0.71] [3.21] [0.76] [−0.22] [1.74]
FPG, (mmol/l per 10 years DD) 0.27 −0.14 0.67 0.29 −0.00 0.58 0.38† 0.19 0.57

Data are modelled estimates with 95% CI, from intention-to-treat population, last observation carried forward.
CI, confidence interval; DD, diabetes duration; FPG, fasting plasma glucose; HbA1c, glycated haemoglobin.
*Shorter DD was associated with a significantly (P < 0.05) greater HbA1c reduction.
†Shorter DD was associated with a significantly (P < 0.05) greater FPG reduction.

a 0.07% (0.76 mmol/mol) reduction in HbA1c per 10 years
shorter diabetes duration (Figure 1a and Table 1/Figure S2,
Supporting Information). With liraglutide 1.2 mg, shorter dia-
betes duration was associated with a small but significant trend
of greater HbA1c reduction (p< 0.05), equating to a 0.18%
(1.96 mmol/mol) reduction in HbA1c per 10 years shorter dia-
betes duration (Figure 1a, Table 1 and Figure S1, Supporting
Information). No trends were observed in the corresponding
placebo data (Figure 1a, Table 1 and Figure S3, Supporting
Information).

With liraglutide 1.8 mg, shorter diabetes duration was asso-
ciated with a small but statistically significant trend for greater
FPG reduction (p< 0.05), equating to a 0.38 mmol/l reduction
in FPG per 10 years shorter diabetes duration (Figure 1b, Figure
S5, Supporting Information and Table 1). This was predomi-
nantly driven by results from two trials (LEAD 3 and LEAD 4),
with liraglutide compared to glimepiride (both as monother-
apy) in one trial, and used in combination with metformin and
thiazolidinedione in the other [7,8]. With liraglutide 1.2 mg,
there was no significant association between FPG and dia-
betes duration (Figure 1b, Table 1 and Figure S4, Supporting
Information). No significant trends for FPG reduction were
observed in the corresponding placebo data (Figure 1b, Table 1
and Figure S6, Supporting Information).

With liraglutide 1.8 and 1.2 mg, no significant associations
were observed between diabetes duration and change in body
weight (Figure 1c, Table 1 and Figures S8 and S7, Supporting
Information, respectively), and no significant trend was seen
with placebo (Figure 1c, Table 1 and Figure S9, Supporting
Information).

Discussion
This assessment shows that HbA1c, FPG and body weight
responses observed during a clinical trial with liraglutide or
placebo treatment are not significantly influenced by T2D dura-
tion. The population represented a large spectrum of diabetes
duration and, therefore, may be considered to be representa-
tive of a continuum of different stages of disease progression, as
is seen in clinical practice. Of note, however, the inclusion and
exclusion criteria of the different trials may have selected the
patients for suitability for liraglutide treatment, hence results
may not be fully representative of the likely effect in the
T2D population at large. There is also the additional influence

of background therapy or other systematic study differences;
moreover, not all liraglutide doses were studied in all trials.

It was found that, for liraglutide 1.2 mg, shorter dia-
betes duration was associated with a significantly greater
HbA1c reduction, although the effect was small and clinically
non-relevant. With liraglutide 1.8 mg, a shorter duration was
associated with significantly greater FPG reduction, but, again,
the effect was small. If the effect was not spurious, statistically
significantly greater reductions in HbA1c with shorter diabetes
duration would have been expected at both doses, which
was not the case. In addition, if the effect was not spurious,
statistically significant greater reductions in both HbA1c and
FPG efficacy at the same dose of liraglutide would have also
been expected. Taking all these findings into consideration, our
data indicate that these trends could be merely coincidental.
In any case, they are of no clinical relevance for the estimation
judgement of achievable outcomes with liraglutide treatment.

There was no significant association between change in body
weight and diabetes duration, suggesting that the changes in
body weight observed during a clinical trial with liraglutide
or placebo treatment are completely independent of diabetes
duration. Liraglutide influences glucose and weight reductions
through different mechanisms; therefore, different trends with
diabetes duration for HbA1c and FPG versus body weight could
potentially be expected.

These study results suggest that the overall effects of liraglu-
tide in patients with T2D may be less dependent on maintained
endogenous insulin secretory capacity than previously thought
in advanced states of diabetes, and that insulin-independent
actions of liraglutide [glucagonostatic effect and central ner-
vous system effect (reduction of appetite)] may also contribute
to the therapeutic outcome [2]; however, it is worth noting that
the vast majority of patients in the present study had a diabetes
duration of <15 years, and that insulin secretory capacity was
not formally examined against changes in HbA1c and FPG.

In summary, our analysis suggests that diabetes duration per
se has a clinically negligible effect on achievable HbA1c, FPG
and weight outcomes with liraglutide 1.8, 1.2 mg and placebo
in patients with T2D. This suggests that treatment with the
GLP-1RA liraglutide may be effective in the treatment of T2D
regardless of its duration.

J. Seufert1, T. Bailey2, S. Barkholt Christensen3 &
M. A. Nauck4
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Figure S5. Relationship between fasting plasma glucose and
diabetes duration: liraglutide 1.8 mg.

Figure S6. Relationship between fasting plasma glucose and
diabetes duration: placebo.

Figure S7. Relationship between body weight and diabetes
duration: liraglutide 1.2 mg.

Figure S8. Relationship between body weight and diabetes
duration: liraglutide 1.8 mg.

Figure S9. Relationship between body weight and diabetes
duration: placebo.
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